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bal.plot Generate Univariate Balance Plots

Description

Generates density plots, bar graphs, or scatterplots displaying distributional balance between treat-
ment and covariates using ggplot2.

Usage

bal.plot(obj, var.name, ..., which, which.sub = NULL,
cluster = NULL, which.cluster = NULL, imp = NULL,
which.imp = NULL, size.weight = FALSE)

Arguments

obj the object for which balance is to be assessed; can be a matchit object from
MatchIt, a ps object from twang, a Match object from Matching, an optmatch
object from optmatch, a CBPS or CBPSContinuous object from CBPS, an ebalance
object from ebal, or a formula or data frame containing covariate information.

var.name character; the name of the variable whose values are to be plotted. To view dis-
trbutions of the distance measure (e.g., propensity score), if any, use "distance"
as the argument unless the distance variable has been named. If there are du-
plicate variable names across inputs, bal.plot() will first look in the covariate
data frame from obj, followed by addl, and then distance, if any.

... other arguments to define the variable, treatment, and weights. Some inputs are
required depending on the method. See Additional Arguments.

which whether to display distributional balance for the adjusted ("adjusted") or unad-
justed sample ("unadjusted") or both at the same time ("both"). The default
is to display balance for the adjusted sample only unless no weights, subclasses,
or matching strata are specified. Abbreviations allowed.

which.sub numeric; if subclassification is used, a vector corresponding to the subclass(es)
for which the distributions are to be displayed. If NULL (the default), distributions
from all subclasses are displayed in a grid.
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cluster optional; a vector of cluster membership, or the name of a variable in an avail-
able data set passed to bal.plot() that contains cluster membership.

which.cluster if clusters are used, which cluster(s) to display. Can be cluster names or numer-
ical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the alphabetical
order of cluster names. If NULL (the default) or NA, all clusters are displayed.

imp optional; a vector of imputation indices, or the name of a variable in an available
data set passed to bal.plot() that contains imputation indices.

which.imp if imputations are used, which imputations(s) to display. Must be numerical
indices for which to display balance. If NULL (the default) or NA, all imputations
are displayed.

size.weight logical; if both the treatment and the covariate are continuous, whether points
should be sized according to their weight.

Details

bal.plot() uses ggplot() from the ggplot2 package, and (invisibly) returns a "ggplot" ob-
ject. For categorical treatments with continuous covariates or continuous treatments with cate-
gorical covariates, density plots are created using ggplot2’s geom_density() method; for cate-
gorical treatments with categorical covariates, bar graphs are created using ggplot2’s geom_bar()
method; for continuous treatments with continuous covariates, scatterplots are created using gg-
plot2’s geom_point() method.

For continuous treatments with continuous covariates, three additional lines are presented for aid in
balance assessment. The dashed blue line is the linear fit line. The solid blue line is a Loess fit curve
generated with ggplot2’s geom_smooth(method = "loess"). The solid black line is a horizontal
reference line intercepting the (weighted) treatment mean. Proximity of the fit lines to the reference
line is indicative of independence between the covariate and treatment variable.

When multiple plots are to be displayed (i.e., when requesting subclass balance, cluster balance, or
imputation balance or when multiple sets of weights are provided or which = "both"), the plots
will be displayed in a grid using ggplot2’s facet_grid(). Subclassification cannot be used with
clusters or multiply imputed data.

Value

A "ggplot" object, returned invisbly.

Additional Arguments

bal.plot() works like bal.tab() in that it can take a variety of types of inputs and yield the
same output for each. Depending on what kind of input is given, different additional paramaters
are required in .... For details on what is required and allowed for each additional input and their
defaults, see the help file for the bal.tab method associated with the input. The following are the
required additional arguments based on each input type (optional arguments in parentheses):

For matchit objects: None

For ps objects: (full.stop.method; see defaults).

For Match objects: formula and data or covs and treat.

For optmatch objects: formula and data or covs and treat.
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For CBPS objects: None

For ebalance objects: formula and data or covs and treat.

For formulas: data, weights, (distance), (method; see defaults)

For data frames: treat, (data), weights, (distance), (method; see defaults)

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab

Examples

library(MatchIt); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

#Nearest Neighbor Matching
m.out <- matchit(treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75,
data = lalonde)

bal.plot(m.out, "age", which = "both")
bal.plot(m.out, "race", which = "both")

bal.tab Generates Balance Statistics

Description

Generates balance statistics on covariates in relation to an observed treatment variable. It is a
generic function that dispatches to the method corresponding to the class of the first argument. This
page links to each method page and documents the calculation and details of aspects all bal.tab
methods use.

Usage

bal.tab(...)

Arguments

... arguments passed to other methods. These arguments may be data-related,
computation-related, or print-related.
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Details

bal.tab() performs various calculations on the the data objects given, and some of these cal-
culations are not transparent on the help pages of the individual methods. This page details the
calculations that are used across bal.tab methods.

With Binary Treatments

Prior to computation, all variables are checked for variable type, which allows users to differentiate
balance statistic calculations based on type using the arguments to continuous and binary. First,
if a given covariate is numeric and has only 2 levels, it is converted into a binary (0,1) variable. If 0
is a value in the original variable, it retains its value and the other value is converted to 1; otherwise,
the lower value is converted to 0 and the other to 1. Next, if the covariate is not numeric or logical
(i.e., is a character or factor variable), it will be split into new binary variables, named with the
original variable and the value, seperated by an underscore. Otherwise, the covariate will be used
as is and treated as a continuous variable.

The default balance statistic for mean differences for continuous variables is the standardized differ-
ence, which is the difference in the means divided by a measure of spread (i.e., a d-type effect size
measure). This is the default because it puts the mean differences on the same scale for comparison
with each other and with a given threshold. It can be helpful to see the raw mean differences if the
analyst is familiar with the true significance of the mean difference irrespective of the spread of the
variable in the sample. For binary variables, the default balance statistic is the raw difference in
proportion. Although standardized differences can be computed, proportion differences for binary
variables are already on the same scale, and computing the standardized difference can obscure the
true difference in proprotion by dividing the difference in proportion by a number that is itself a
function of the observed proportions. For example, if XT = .2 and XC = .3, the standardized
difference in proportion would be different from that if XT = .5 and XC = .6, which seems
counterintuitive and not a useful distinction. However, to remain in line with the methodological
literature and for comparability with other balance assessment tools (e.g., MatchIt’s summary()),
the option to use standardized differences for binary variables remains.

Standardized differences are calculated as follows: the numerator is the mean of the treated group
minus the mean of the control group, and the denominator is a measure of spread calculated in
accordance with the argument to s.d.denom or the default of the specific method used. Common
approaches in the literature include using the standard deviation of the treated group or using the
"pooled" standard deviation (i.e., the square root of the mean of the group variances) in calculating
standardized mean differences. The computed spread bal.tab() uses is always that of the full, un-
adjusted sample (i.e., before matching, weighting, or subclassification), as recommended by Stuart
(2010) and institued in MatchIt, though some analysts and other packages use the spread of the
sample in question (i.e., before or after adjustment). One reason to favor the use of the spead of the
unadjusted sample is that it prevents the paradoxical situation of adjustment descreasing both the
mean difference and the spread of the sample, yielding a larger standardized mean difference than
that prior to adjusting even though the adjusted groups are now more similar.

Although the reported mean differences (standardized or otherwise) are presented as they are calcu-
lated, when m.threshold is specified, it is compared to the absolute mean difference for simplicty
of reporting. bal.tab() takes the absolute value of the input to m.threshold as well before com-
paring.

Variance ratios are computed within-sample, with the larger of the two variances in the numerator,
always yielding values greater than or equal to 1. Variance ratios are not calculated for binary vari-
ables since they are only a function of the group proportions and thus provide the same information
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as differences in proportion. bal.tab() takes the reciprocal of the input to v.threshold if it is
less than 1.

When matching is used for conditioning, the presented sample sizes are calculated simply by sum-
ming the number of observations in each group with matching weights greater than 0. When weight-
ing is used, an "effective sample size" is calculated for each group using the following formula:
(
∑

w)2/
∑

w2, as is used in twang. The effective sample size is "approximately the number of
observations from a simple random sample that yields an estimate with sampling variation equal
to the sampling variation obtained with the weighted comparison observations" (Ridgeway et al.,
2016). The calculated number tends to underestimate the true effective sample size of the weighted
samples.

When subclassification is used, the balance tables for each subclass stored in $Subclass.Balance
use values calculated as described above. For the aggregate balance table stored in $Balance.Across.Subclass,
the values of each statistic are computed as a weighted average of the statistic across subclasses,
weighted by the proportion of units in each subclass, as is done in MatchIt.

With Continuous Treatments

When continuous treatment variables are considered, the balance statistic calculated is the Pearson
correlation between the covariate and treatment. Currently only weighting and matching are sup-
ported with continuous treatments; the calculated correlation after adjustment is weighted by the
generated weights.

Quick

Calculations can take some time, especially when there are many variables, interactions, or clusters.
One reason for this is that bal.tab() computes all values that it can, even if they are not requested
by the user. For example, even if un = FALSE, which is the default, values for the unadjusted
samples are still calculated. This can be useful if the output is to be further examined with print()
or love.plot() or is to be used in some other way after the original call to bal.tab(). To avoid
these extra calculations if they are not needed, users can set quick = TRUE, which will often quite
dramatically speed up calculation and still display all statistics the user requests. For simple and
quick model comparisons, it may be quite useful to do so, but for model reporting and graphical
displays, it may be more useful to leave quick = FALSE, which is the default.

Value

An object of class "bal.tab". The use of continuous treatments, subclasses, clusters, and/or impu-
tations will also cause the object to inherit other classes. The class "bal.tab" has its own print
method (print.bal.tab), which formats the output nicely and in accordance with print-related op-
tions given in the call to bal.tab(), and which can be called with its own options. Each inherited
class also has its own print method.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

References

Ridgeway, G., McCaffrey, D., Morral, A., Burgette, L., & Griffin, B. A. (2016). Toolkit for Weight-
ing and Analysis of Nonequivalent Groups: A tutorial for the twang package. R vignette. RAND.
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Stuart, E. A. (2010). Matching Methods for Causal Inference: A Review and a Look Forward.
Statistical Science, 25(1), 1-21. http://doi.org/10.1214/09-STS313

See Also

bal.tab.matchit for the method for objects returned by MatchIt.
bal.tab.ps for the method for objects returned by twang.

bal.tab.Match for the method for objects returned by Matching.

bal.tab.optmatch for the method for objects returned by optmatch.

bal.tab.CBPS for the method for objects returned by CBPS.

bal.tab.formula and bal.tab.data.frame for the methods for formula and data frame inter-
faces when the user has covariate values and weights (including matching weights) or subclasses or
wants to evaluate balance on an unconditioned data set.

bal.tab.ebalance for the method for objects returned by ebal.

bal.tab.CBPS Balance statistics for CBPS Objects

Description

Generates balance statistics for CBPS objects from the CBPS package.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'CBPS'
bal.tab(cbps, int = FALSE, distance = NULL, addl = NULL,

data = NULL, continuous = c("std", "raw"), binary = c("raw",
"std"), s.d.denom, m.threshold = NULL, v.threshold = NULL,
r.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE, disp.means = FALSE,
disp.v.ratio = FALSE, cluster = NULL, which.cluster = NULL,
cluster.summary = TRUE, quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

cbps a CBPS object; the output of a call to CBPS() from the CBPS package.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
the call to CBPS() and in addl.

distance Optional; either a vector or data.frame containing distance values (e.g., propen-
sity scores) for each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable
in data. Note that the propensity scores generated by CBPS() are automatically
included.

addl a data frame or the quoted names of additional covariates for which to present
balance. These may be covariates included in the original dataset but not in-
cluded in the call to CBPS().
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data an optional data frame containing variables that might be named in arguments
to addl and cluster.

continuous whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.

s.d.denom whether the denominator for standardized differences (if any are calculated)
should be the standard deviation of the treated group ("treated"), the standard de-
viation of the control group ("control"), or the pooled standard deviation ("pooled"),
computed as the square root of the mean of the group variances. Abbreviations
allowed. If not specified, bal.tab() will use "treated" if the estimand of the call
to CBPS() (or that specified by the user to estimand) is the ATT and "pooled"
if the estimand is the ATE.

m.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.

v.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert
to the inverse if less than 1.

r.threshold A numeric value for the threshold for correlations between covariates and treat-
ment when treatment is continuous.

un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the
adjusted sample.

disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

cluster either a vector containing cluster membserhip for each unit or a string containing
the name of the cluster membership variable in data or the CBPS object.

which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If
NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.

cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.

Details

bal.tab.CBPS generates a list of balance summaries for the CBPS object given, and functions simi-
larly to balance() in CBPS.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold, v.threshold), and r.threshold) control whether extra columns
should be inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question ex-
ceeded or were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying
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the number of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables
with the greatest imbalance on that balance measure.

Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the
CBPS object. The following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting.

call The original CBPS() call.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.
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If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.

If treatment is continuous, means, mean differences, and variance ratios are replaced by (weighted)
Pearson correlations between each covariate and treatment. The r.threshold argument works the
same as m.threshold or v.threshold, adding an extra column to the balance table output and
creating additional summaries for balance tallies and maximum imbalances. All arguments related
to the calculation or display of mean differences or variance ratios are ignored. The int, addl, un,
distance, and cluster arguments are still used as described above.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

library(CBPS); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

## Using CBPS() for generating covariate balancing propensity score weights
cbps.out <- CBPS(treat ~ age + educ + married + race +

nodegree + re74 + re75, data = lalonde)
bal.tab(cbps.out)

bal.tab.df.formula Balance Statistics for Data Sets

Description

Generates balance statistics for unadjusted, matched, weighted, or stratified data using either a data
frame or formula interface.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'data.frame'
bal.tab(covs, treat, data = NULL, weights = NULL,

distance = NULL, subclass = NULL, match.strata = NULL,
method, int = FALSE, addl = NULL, continuous = c("std",
"raw"), binary = c("raw", "std"), s.d.denom,
m.threshold = NULL, v.threshold = NULL,
r.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE, disp.means = FALSE,
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disp.v.ratio = FALSE, disp.subclass = FALSE,
cluster = NULL, which.cluster = NULL,
cluster.summary = TRUE, imp = NULL, which.imp = NA,
imp.summary = TRUE, estimand = NULL, quick = FALSE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
bal.tab(formula, data, weights = NULL, distance = NULL,

subclass = NULL, match.strata = NULL, method,
int = FALSE, addl = NULL, continuous = c("std", "raw"),
binary = c("raw", "std"), s.d.denom, m.threshold = NULL,
v.threshold = NULL, r.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE,
disp.means = FALSE, disp.v.ratio = FALSE,
disp.subclass = FALSE, cluster = NULL,
which.cluster = NULL, cluster.summary = TRUE, imp = NULL,
which.imp = NA, imp.summary = TRUE, estimand = NULL,
quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

covs A data frame containing covariate values for each unit.

treat Either a vector containing treatment status values for each unit or a string con-
taining the name of the treatment variable in data.

formula a formula with the treatment variable as the response and the covariates for
which balance is to be assessed as the terms. All arguments must be present as
variable names in data.

data For the data frame method: Optional; a data frame containing variables with the
names used in treat, weights, distance, addl, subclass, match.strata,
cluster, and/or impif any.
For the formula method: Required; a data frame containing all covariates named
in formula and variables with the names used in the arguments mentioned
above.

weights Optional; a vector, list, or data frame containing weights for each unit or a
string containing the names of the weights variables in data. These can be
weights generated by, e.g., inverse probability weighting or matching weights
resulting from a matching algorithm. This must be specified in method. If
weights=NULL, subclass=NULL and match.strata=NULL, balance information
will be presented only for the unadjusted sample.

distance Optional; either a vector or data.frame containing distance values (e.g., propen-
sity scores) for each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable
in data.

subclass Optional; either a vector containing subclass membership for each unit or a
string containing the name of the subclass variable in data. If weights=NULL,
subclass=NULL and match.strata=NULL, balance information will be presented
only for the unadjusted sample.

match.strata Optional; either a vector containing matching stratum membership for each unit
or a string containing the name of the matching stratum variable in data. If
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weights=NULL, subclass=NULL and match.strata=NULL, balance information
will be presented only for the unadjusted sample.

method A character vector containing the method of adjustement, if any. If weights are
specified, the user must specify either "matching" or "weighting"; "weighting"
is the default. If multiple sets of weights are used, each must have a correspond-
ing value for method, but if they are all of the same type, only one value is
required. If subclass is specified, "subclassification" is the default. Abbrevia-
tions allowed.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
covs and in addl.

addl A vector, data frame, or the quoted names of additional covariates for which to
present balance. These may be covariates included in the original dataset but not
included in covs. In general, it makes more sense to include all desired variables
in covs than in addl. If the argument is a vector, the variable will be displayed
as "addl" in the output.

continuous Whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary Whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.

s.d.denom A character vector denoting whether the denominator for standardized differ-
ences (if any are calculated) should be the standard deviation of the treated
group ("treated"), the standard deviation of the control group ("control"), or the
pooled standard deviation ("pooled"), computed as the square root of the mean
of the group variances. Abbreviations allowed. If weights are supplied, each set
of weights should have a corresponding entry to s.d.denom. If left blank and
weights are supplied, bal.tab() will try to determine whether the ATT, ATC, or
ATE is being estimated based on the pattern of weights and supply s.d.denom
accordingly. If matching or subclassification are used, the default is "treated";
if weighting is used, the default is "pooled". If left blank, bal.tab() will try
to use the estimand argument.

m.threshold A numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.

v.threshold A numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert
to the inverse if less than 1.

r.threshold A numeric value for the threshold for correlations between covariates and treat-
ment when treatment is continuous.

un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the
adjusted sample. If weights = NULL and subclass = NULL, un will be set to
TRUE.

disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

disp.subclass logical; whether to display balance information for individual subclasses if
subclassification is used in conditioning.

cluster either a vector containing cluster membserhip for each unit or a string containing
the name of the cluster membership variable in data.
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which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If
NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.

cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

imp either a vector containing imputation indices for each unit or a string containing
the name of the imputation index variable in data.

which.imp which imputation(s) to display. If NULL, all imputations in imp will be displayed.
If NA, no imputations will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of imputation
indices for which to display balance.

imp.summary logical; whether to display the across-imputation summary table if imp is spec-
ified. If which.imp is NA, imp.summary will be set to TRUE.

estimand character; whether the desired estimand is the "ATT", "ATC", or "ATE" for
each set of weights. This argument can be used in place of s.d.denom to specify
how standardized differences are calculated.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.

Details

bal.tab.data.frame() generates a list of balance summaries for the data frame of covariates and
treatment status values given. bal.tab.formula() does the same but uses a formula interface
instead. When the formula interface is used, the formula and data are reshaped into a treatment
vector and data frame of covariates and then simply passed through the data frame method.

The argument to match.strata correspond to a factor vector containing the name or index of each
pair/stratum for units conditioned through matching, for example, using the optmatch package. If
more than one of weights, subclass, or match.strata are specified, bal.tab() will attempt to
figure out which one to apply. Currently only one of these can be applied ta a time. bal.tab()
behaves differently depending on whether subclasses are used in conditioning or not. If they are
used, bal.tab creates balance statistics for each subclass and for the sample in aggregate.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold, v.threshold, and r.threshold) control whether extra columns
should be inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question ex-
ceeded or were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying
the number of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables
with the greatest imbalance on that balance measure. When subclassification is used, the extra
threshold columns are placed within the balance tables for each subclass as well as in the aggregate
balance table, and the summary tables display balance for each subclass.

The inputs (if any) to covs must be a data frame; if more than one variable is included, this is
straightforward (i.e., because data[,c("v1", "v2")] is already a data frame), but if only one
variable is used (e.g., data[,"v1"]), R will coerce it to a vector, thus making it unfit for input. To
avoid this, simply wrap the input to covs in data.frame() or use subset() if only one variable
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is to be added. Again, when more than one variable is included, the input is general already a data
frame and nothing needs to be done.

Multiple sets of weights can be supplied simultaneously by incuding entering a data frame or a char-
acter vector containing the names of weight variables found in data or a list thereof. The arguments
to method, s.d.denom, and estimand, if any, must be either the same length as the number of sets
of weights or of length one, where the sole entry is applied to all sets. When standardized differ-
ences are computed for the unadjusted group, they are done using the first entry to s.d.denom or
estimand. When only one set of weights is supplied, the output for the adjusted group will simply
be called "Adj", but otherwise will be named after each corresponding set of weights. Specifying
mutliple sets of weights will also add components to other output of bal.tab().

Clusters and imputations can be used at the same time, but the resulting output may be quite large.
Setting which.cluster or which.imp to NA can help keep the output clean.

Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the
data object. If subclassifcation is not used, the following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.
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Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting.

call NULL.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

If multiple weights are supplied, "Adj" in Balance will be replaced by the provided names of the
sets of weights, and extra columns will be added for each set of weights. Additional columns and
rows for other items in the output will be created as well.

If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.

If imputations are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.imp" containing balance summaries for
each imputation and a summary of balance across imputations, just as with clusters.

If both clusters and imputations are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.imp.cluster" contain-
ing summaries between and across all clusters and imputations.

If subclassification is used, the following are the elements of bal.tab:

Subclass.Balance

A list of data frames containing balance information for each covariate in each
subclass. Each data frame contains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group in the subclass.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group in the subclass.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

in the subclass.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference exceeds or is

within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold is NULL, this
column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups in the subclass.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio exceeds or is
within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous variables. If
v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balance.Across.Subclass

A data frame containing balance statistics for each covariate aggregated across
subclasses and for the original sample (i.e., unadjusted). Variance ratios are not
reported here.
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Balanced.Means.Subclass

If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables in each
subclass that exceed or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means.Subclass

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable in each subclass with
the greatest absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances.Subclass

If v.threhsold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables in each
subclass that exceed or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance.Subclass

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable in each subclass with
the greatest variance ratio.

Subclass.Observations

A table displaying the sample sizes in each subclass.

call NULL.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.subclass.

If treatment is continuous, means, mean differences, and variance ratios are replaced by (weighted)
Pearson correlations between each covariate and treatment. The r.threshold argument works the
same as m.threshold or v.threshold, adding an extra column to the balance table output and
creating additional summaries for balance tallies and maximum imbalances. All arguments related
to the calculation or display of mean differences or variance ratios are ignored. The int, distance,
addl, un, cluster and imputation arguments are still used as described above.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")
lalonde$p.score <- glm(treat ~ age + educ + race, data = lalonde,

family = "binomial")$fitted.values
covariates <- subset(lalonde,

select = c(age, educ, race))

## Propensity score weighting using IPTW
lalonde$iptw.weights <- ifelse(lalonde$treat==1,

1/lalonde$p.score,
1/(1-lalonde$p.score))

# data frame interface:
bal.tab(covariates, treat = "treat", data = lalonde,

weights = "iptw.weights", method = "weighting",
s.d.denom = "pooled")
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# Formula interface:
bal.tab(treat ~ age + educ + race, data = lalonde,

weights = "iptw.weights", method = "weighting",
s.d.denom = "pooled")

## Propensity score subclassification
lalonde$subclass <- findInterval(lalonde$p.score,

quantile(lalonde$p.score[lalonde$treat==1],
(0:6)/6), all.inside = TRUE)

# data frame interface:
bal.tab(covariates, treat = "treat", data = lalonde,

subclass = "subclass", method = "subclassification",
disp.subclass = TRUE)

# Formula interface:
bal.tab(treat ~ age + educ + race, data = lalonde,

subclass = "subclass", method = "subclassification",
disp.subclass = TRUE)

bal.tab.ebalance Balance Statistics for ebalance Objects

Description

Generates balance statistics for ebalance objects from ebal.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'ebalance'
bal.tab(ebal, formula = NULL, data = NULL, treat = NULL,

covs = NULL, int = FALSE, distance = NULL,
addl = NULL, continuous = c("std","raw"),
binary = c("raw", "std"), s.d.denom = c("treated",
"control", "pooled"), m.threshold = NULL,
v.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE, disp.means = FALSE,
disp.v.ratio = FALSE, cluster = NULL,
which.cluster = NULL, cluster.summary = TRUE,
quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

ebal an ebalance object; the output of a call to ebalance() from the ebal package.

formula a formula with the treatment variable as the response and the covariates for
which balanace is to be assessed as the predictors. All named variables must be
in data. See Details.

data a data frame containing all the variables named in formula. See Details.

treat a vector of treatment statuses. See Details.
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covs a data frame of covariate values for which to check balance. See Details.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
formula or covs and in addl.

distance Optional; either a vector or data.frame containing distance values (e.g., propen-
sity scores) for each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable
in data.

addl a data frame of additional covariates for which to present balance. These may be
covariates included in the original dataset but not included in formula or covs.
In general, it makes more sense to include all desired variables in formula or
covs than in addl. See note in Details for using addl.

continuous whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.

s.d.denom whether the denominator for standardized differences (if any are calculated)
should be the standard deviation of the treated group ("treated"), the standard de-
viation of the control group ("control"), or the pooled standard deviation ("pooled"),
computed as the square root of the mean of the group variances. Abbreviations
allowed. The default is "treated".

m.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.

v.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert
to the inverse if less than 1.

un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the
adjusted sample.

disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

cluster either a vector containing cluster membserhip for each unit or a string containing
the name of the cluster membership variable in data.

which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If
NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.

cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.
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Details

bal.tab.ebalance() generates a list of balance summaries for the ebalance object given.

The input to bal.tab.ebalance() must include either both formula and data or both treat and
covs.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold and v.threshold) control whether extra columns should be
inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question exceeded or
were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying the
number of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables with
the greatest imbalance on that balance measure.

The inputs (if any) to covs must be a data frame; if more than one variable is included, this is
straightforward (i.e., because data[,c("v1", "v2")] is already a data frame), but if only one
variable is used (e.g., data[,"v1"]), R will coerce it to a vector, thus making it unfit for input. To
avoid this, simply wrap the input to covs in data.frame() or use subset() if only one variable
is to be added. Again, when more than one variable is included, the input is general already a data
frame and nothing needs to be done.

Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the
ebalance object. The following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.
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Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting.

call NULL.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

library("ebal"); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

covariates <- subset(lalonde, select = -c(re78, treat, race))
e.out <- ebalance(lalonde$treat, covariates)

## Using formula and data
bal.tab(e.out, treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75, data = lalonde)

## Using treat and covs
bal.tab(e.out, treat = lalonde$treat, covs = covariates)
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bal.tab.Match Balance Statistics for Matching Objects

Description

Generates balance statistics for Match objects from Matching.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'Match'
bal.tab(M, formula = NULL, data = NULL, treat = NULL,

covs = NULL, int = FALSE, distance = NULL,
addl = NULL, continuous = c("std","raw"),
binary = c("raw", "std"), s.d.denom,
m.threshold = NULL, v.threshold = NULL,
un = FALSE, disp.means = FALSE,
disp.v.ratio = FALSE, cluster = NULL,
which.cluster = NULL, cluster.summary = TRUE,
quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

M a Match object; the output of a call to Match() from the Matching package.

formula a formula with the treatment variable as the response and the covariates for
which balanace is to be assessed as the predictors. All named variables must be
in data. See Details.

data a data frame containing all the variables named in formula. See Details.

treat a vector of treatment statuses. See Details.

covs a data frame of covariate values for which to check balance. See Details.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
formula or covs and in addl.

distance Optional; either a vector or data.frame containing distance values (e.g., propen-
sity scores) for each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable
in data.

addl a data frame of additional covariates for which to present balance. These may be
covariates included in the original dataset but not included in formula or covs.
In general, it makes more sense to include all desired variables in formula or
covs than in addl. See note in Details for using addl.

continuous whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.
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s.d.denom whether the denominator for standardized differences (if any are calculated)
should be the standard deviation of the treated group ("treated"), the standard de-
viation of the control group ("control"), or the pooled standard deviation ("pooled"),
computed as the square root of the mean of the group variances. Abbreviations
allowed. If not specified, bal.tab() will use "treated" if the estimand of the
call to Match() is the ATT, "pooled" if the estimand is the ATE, and "control" if
the estimand is the ATC.

m.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.
v.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert

to the inverse if less than 1.
un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the

adjusted sample.
disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.
disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.
cluster either a vector containing cluster membserhip for each unit or a string containing

the name of the cluster membership variable in data.
which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If

NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.

cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.

Details

bal.tab.Match() generates a list of balance summaries for the Match object given, and functions
similarly to MatchBalance() in Matching.

The input to bal.tab.Match() must include either both formula and data or both treat and
covs. Using the formula + data inputs mirrors how MatchBalance() is used in Matching.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold and v.threshold) control whether extra columns should be
inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question exceeded or
were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying the
number of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables with
the greatest imbalance on that balance measure.

The inputs (if any) to covs must be a data frame; if more than one variable is included, this is
straightforward (i.e., because data[,c("v1", "v2")] is already a data frame), but if only one
variable is used (e.g., data[,"v1"]), R will coerce it to a vector, thus making it unfit for input. To
avoid this, simply wrap the input to covs in data.frame() or use subset() if only one variable
is to be added. Again, when more than one variable is included, the input is general already a data
frame and nothing needs to be done.
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Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the
Match object. The following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting. "Matched" refers
to the amount of information in the matched sample as is calculated by sum-
ming the matching weights. "Matched (Unweighted)" refers to the number of
unique observations included in the matches. Ratio matching, matching with
replacement, and matching with ties allowed will cause these numbers to dif-
fer. "Matched" is a more accurate reflection of the information remaining in the
sample for use if the matchign weights are included in the final analysis.

call NULL.
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print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

library(Matching); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

p.score <- glm(treat ~ age + educ + race +
married + nodegree + re74 + re75,
data = lalonde, family = "binomial")$fitted.values

Match.out <- Match(Tr = lalonde$treat, X = p.score)

## Using formula and data
bal.tab(Match.out, treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75, data = lalonde)

## Using treat and covs
covariates <- subset(lalonde, select=-c(treat, re78))
bal.tab(Match.out, treat = lalonde$treat, covs = covariates)

bal.tab.matchit Balance Statistics for Matchit Objects

Description

Generates balance statistics for matchit objects from MatchIt.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'matchit'
bal.tab(m, int = FALSE, distance = NULL, addl = NULL,

data = NULL, continuous = c("std", "raw"),
binary = c("raw", "std"), s.d.denom = c("treated",
"control", "pooled"), m.threshold = NULL,
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v.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE, disp.means = FALSE,
disp.v.ratio = FALSE, disp.subclass = FALSE,
cluster = NULL, which.cluster = NULL,
cluster.summary = TRUE, quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

m a matchit object; the output of a call to matchit() from the MatchIt package.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
the call to matchit() and in addl.

distance Optional; either a vector or data.frame containing distance values (e.g., propen-
sity scores) for each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable
in data. Note that the distance measure generated by matchit() is automati-
cally included.

addl an optional data frame or the quoted names of additional covariates for which to
present balance. These may be covariates included in the original dataset but not
included in the call to matchit(). If variable names are specified, bal.tab()
will look first in the argument to data, if specified, and next in the matchit
object.

data an optional data frame containing variables that might be named in arguments
to distance, addl, and cluster.

continuous whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.

s.d.denom whether the denominator for standardized differences (if any are calculated)
should be the standard deviation of the treated group ("treated"), the standard de-
viation of the control group ("control"), or the pooled standard deviation ("pooled"),
computed as the square root of the mean of the group variances. Abbreviations
allowed. The default is "treated".

m.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.

v.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert
to the inverse if less than 1.

un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the
adjusted sample.

disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

disp.subclass logical; whether to display balance information for individual subclasses if
subclassification is used in conditioning.

cluster a vector of cluster membership.

which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If
NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.
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cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.

Details

bal.tab.matchit() generates a list of balance summaries for the matchit object given, and func-
tions similarly to summary.matchit() in MatchIt. bal.tab() behaves differently depending on
whether subclasses are used in conditioning or not. If they are used, bal.tab() creates balance
statistics for each subclass and for the sample in aggregate.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold and v.threshold) control whether extra columns should be
inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question exceeded or
were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying the
number of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables with
the greatest imbalance on that balance measure. When subclassification is used, the extra threshold
columns are placed within the balance tables for each subclass as well as in the aggregate balance
table, and the summary tables display balance for each subclass.

Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the
matchit object. If subclassifcation is not used, the following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.
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• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting.

call The original matchit() call.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.

If subclassification is used, the following are the elements of bal.tab:

Subclass.Balance

A list of data frames containing balance information for each covariate in each
subclass. Each data frame contains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group in the subclass.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group in the subclass.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

in the subclass.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference exceeds or is

within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold is NULL, this
column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups in the subclass.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio exceeds or is
within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous variables. If
v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balance.Across.Subclass

A data frame containing balance statistics for each covariate aggregated across
subclasses and for the original sample (i.e., unadjusted). Variance ratios are not
reported here.
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Balanced.Means.Subclass

If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables in each
subclass that exceed or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means.Subclass

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable in each subclass with
the greatest absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances.Subclass

If v.threhsold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables in each
subclass that exceed or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance.Subclass

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable in each subclass with
the greatest variance ratio.

Subclass.Observations

A table displaying the sample sizes in each subclass.

call The original matchit() call.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

library(MatchIt); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

## Nearest Neighbor matching
m.out1 <- matchit(treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75,
data = lalonde, method = "nearest")

bal.tab(m.out1, un = TRUE, m.threshold = .1,
v.threshold = 2)

## Subclassification
m.out2 <- matchit(treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75,
data = lalonde, method = "subclass")

bal.tab(m.out2, disp.subclass = TRUE)
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bal.tab.optmatch Balance Statistics for optmatch Objects

Description

Generates balance statistics for optmatch objects from optmatch.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'optmatch'
bal.tab(optmatch, formula = NULL, data = NULL, treat = NULL,

covs = NULL, int = FALSE, distance = NULL, addl = NULL,
continuous = c("std", "raw"), binary = c("raw", "std"),
s.d.denom = c("treated", "control", "pooled"),
m.threshold = NULL, v.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE,
disp.means = FALSE, disp.v.ratio = FALSE,
cluster = NULL, which.cluster = NULL,
cluster.summary = TRUE, quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

optmatch an optmatch object; the output of a call to pairmatch() or fullmatch() from
the optmatch package. This should be a factor vector containing the matching
stratum membership for each unit.

formula a formula with the treatment variable as the response and the covariates for
which balanace is to be assessed as the predictors. All named variables must be
in data. See Details.

data a data frame containing all the variables named in formula. See Details.

treat a vector of treatment statuses. See Details.

covs a data frame of covariate values for which to check balance. See Details.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
formula or covs and in addl.

distance Optional; either a vector containing distance values (e.g., propensity scores) for
each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable in data.

addl a data frame of additional covariates for which to present balance. These may be
covariates included in the original dataset but not included in formula or covs.
In general, it makes more sense to include all desired variables in formula or
covs than in addl.

continuous whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.
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s.d.denom whether the denominator for standardized differences (if any are calculated)
should be the standard deviation of the treated group ("treated"), the standard de-
viation of the control group ("control"), or the pooled standard deviation ("pooled"),
computed as the square root of the mean of the group variances. Abbreviations
allowed. The default is "treated".

m.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.

v.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert
to the inverse if less than 1.

un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the
adjusted sample.

disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

cluster either a vector containing cluster membserhip for each unit or a string containing
the name of the cluster membership variable in data.

which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If
NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.

cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.

Details

bal.tab.optmatch() generates a list of balance summaries for the optmatch object given.

The input to bal.tab.optmatch() must include either both formula and data or both treat and
covs.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold and v.threshold) control whether extra columns should be
inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question exceeded or
were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying the
number of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables with
the greatest imbalance on that balance measure.

The inputs (if any) to covs must be a data frame; if more than one variable is included, this is
straightforward (i.e., because data[,c("v1", "v2")] is already a data frame), but if only one
variable is used (e.g., data[,"v1"]), R will coerce it to a vector, thus making it unfit for input. To
avoid this, simply wrap the input to covs in data.frame() or use subset() if only one variable
is to be added. Again, when more than one variable is included, the input is general already a data
frame and nothing needs to be done.
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Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the
optmatch object. The following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.

Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting.
call NULL.
print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.
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Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

library("optmatch"); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

lalonde$prop.score <- glm(treat ~ age + educ + race +
married + nodegree + re74 + re75,
data = lalonde, family = binomial)$fitted.values

pm <- pairmatch(treat ~ prop.score, data = lalonde)

## Using formula and data
bal.tab(pm, treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75, data = lalonde)

## Using treat and covs
covariates <- subset(lalonde, select=-c(treat, re78, prop.score))
bal.tab(pm, treat = lalonde$treat, covs = covariates)

bal.tab.ps Balance Statistics for twang Objects

Description

Generates balance statistics for ps objects from twang.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'ps'
bal.tab(ps, full.stop.method, int = FALSE, distance = NULL,

addl = NULL, data = NULL, continuous = c("std", "raw"),
binary = c("raw", "std"), s.d.denom, m.threshold = NULL,
v.threshold = NULL, un = FALSE, disp.means = FALSE,
disp.v.ratio = FALSE, cluster = NULL,
which.cluster = NULL, cluster.summary = TRUE,
quick = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

ps a ps object; the output of a call to ps() from the twang package.
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full.stop.method

a string containing the name of a stopping method used in the original call to
ps(). Examples include "es.max.att" or "ks.mean.ate". bal.tab() will assess
balance for the weights created by that stopping method. If no stopping method
is provided, bal.tab() will default to displaying balance for the first available
stopping method.

int logical; whether or not to include 2-way interactions of covariates included in
the call to ps() and in addl.

distance Optional; either a vector or data.frame containing distance values (e.g., propen-
sity scores) for each unit or a string containing the name of the distance variable
in data. Note that the propensity scores generated by ps() are automatically
included.

addl a data frame of additional covariates for which to present balance. These may
be covariates included in the original dataset but not included in the call to ps().
See note in Details.

data an optional data frame containing variables that might be named in arguments
to distance, addl, and cluster.

continuous whether mean differences for continuous variables should be standardized ("std")
or raw ("raw"). Default "std". Abbreviations allowed.

binary whether mean differences for binary variables (i.e., difference in proportion)
should be standardized ("std") or raw ("raw"). Default "raw". Abbreviations
allowed.

s.d.denom whether the denominator for standardized differences (if any are calculated)
should be the standard deviation of the treated group ("treated"), the standard de-
viation of the control group ("control"), or the pooled standard deviation ("pooled"),
computed as the square root of the mean of the group variances. Abbreviations
allowed. If not specified, bal.tab() will use "treated" if the estimand of the
call to ps() is the ATT and "pooled" if the estimand is the ATE.

m.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for mean differences. .1 is recommended.

v.threshold a numeric value for the threshold for variance ratios. Will automatically convert
to the inverse if less than 1.

un logical; whether to print statistics for the unadjusted sample as well as for the
adjusted sample.

disp.means logical; whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio logical; whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

cluster a vector of cluster membership.

which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters in cluster will be displayed. If
NA, no clusters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names
or numerical indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the
alphabetical order of cluster names.

cluster.summary

logical; whether to display the cluster summary table if cluster is specified.
If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary will be set to TRUE.

quick logical; if TRUE, will not compute any values that will not be displayed. Leave
FALSE if computed values not displayed will be used later.
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... further arguments passed to or from other methods. They are ignored in this
function.

Details

bal.tab.ps() generates a list of balance summaries for the ps object given, and functions similarly
to bal.table() in twang.

All balance statistics are calculated whether they are displayed by print or not, unless quick = TRUE.
The threshold values (m.threshold and v.threshold) control whether extra columns should be
inserted into the Balance table describing whether the balance statistics in question exceeded or
were within the threshold. Including these thresholds also creates summary tables tallying the num-
ber of variables that exceeded and were within the threshold and displaying the variables with the
greatest imbalance on that balance measure.

Value

If clusters are not specified, an object of class "bal.tab" containing balance summaries for the ps
object. The following are the elements of bal.tab:

Balance A data frame containing balance information for each covariate. Balance con-
tains the following columns:

• Type: Whether the covariate is binary, continuous, or a measure of distance
(e.g., the propensity score).

• M.C.Un: The mean of the control group prior to adjusting.
• M.T.Un: The mean of the treated group prior to adjusting.
• Diff.Un: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

prior to adjusting.
• V.Ratio.Un: The ratio of the variances of the two groups prior to adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• M.C.Adj: The mean of the control group after adjusting.
• M.T.Adj: The mean of the treated group after adjusting.
• Diff.Adj: The (standardized) difference in means between the two groups

after adjusting.
• M.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated mean difference after adjust-

ing exceeds or is within the threshold given by m.threshold. If m.threshold
is NULL, this column will be NA.

• V.Ratio.Adj: The ratio of the variances of the two groups after adjusting.
NA for binary variables. If less than 1, the reciprocal is reported.

• V.Threshold: Whether or not the calculated variance ratio after adjusting
exceeds or is within the threshold given by v.threshold for continuous
variables. If v.threshold is NULL, this column will be NA.

Balanced.Means If m.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for mean differences.

Max.Imbalance.Means

If m.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
absolute mean difference.
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Balanced.Variances

If v.threshold is specified, a table tallying the number of variables that exceed
or are within the threshold for variance ratios.

Max.Imbalance.Variance

If v.threshold is specified, a table displaying the variable with the greatest
variance ratio.

Observations A table displaying the sample sizes before and after adjusting.

call The original ps() call.

print.options A list of print options passed to print.bal.tab.

If clusters are specified, an object of class "bal.tab.cluster" containing balance summaries
within each cluster and a summary of balance across clusters. Each balance summary is a bal-
ance table as described in Balance above. The summary of balance across clusters displays the
mean, median, and maximum mean difference and variance ratio after adjustment for each covari-
ate across clusters. Minimum statistics are calculated as well, but not displayed. To see these, use
the options in print.bal.tab.cluster.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab for details of calculations.

Examples

library(twang); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

## Not run:
## Using ps() for generalized boosted modeling
ps.out <- ps(treat ~ age + educ + married + race +

nodegree + re74 + re75, data = lalonde,
stop.method = c("es.mean", "es.max"),
estimand = "ATT", verbose = FALSE)

bal.tab(ps.out, full.stop.method = "es.max.att", un = TRUE,
m.threshold = .1, v.threshold = 2)

## End(Not run)

f.build Convenient Formula Generation

Description

f.build() returns a formula of the form y ~ x1 + x2 + ... from a data frame input. It can be
much quicker to use f.build() than to hand-write the precise formula, which may contain errors.
It can be used in place of a formula in, for example, glm(), matchit(), or bal.tab().
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Usage

f.build(y, rhs)

Arguments

y the quoted name of the response (left hand side) variable in the formula. Only
one variable is supported. The empty string is allowed.

rhs a data frame whose variable names will be the terms on the right hand side of
the formula, or a character vector whose values will be the terms on the right
hand side of the formula.

Value

an object of class "formula".

Examples

data(lalonde)
covs <- subset(lalonde, select = -c(treat, re78))
lm(f.build("treat", covs), data = lalonde)

get.w Extract Weights from Preprocessing Objects

Description

Extracts weights from the outputs of preprocessing functions.

Usage

get.w(...)

## S3 method for class 'matchit'
get.w(m, ...)

## S3 method for class 'ps'
get.w(ps, stop.method, ...)

## S3 method for class 'Match'
get.w(M, ...)

## S3 method for class 'CBPS'
get.w(c, use.weights = TRUE, estimand = NULL, ...)

## S3 method for class 'ebalance'
get.w(e, treat, ...)
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## S3 method for class 'optmatch'
get.w(o, treat, ...)

Arguments

m, ps, M, c, e, o

Output from the corresponding preprocessing packages.

stop.method The name of the stop method used in the original call to ps() in twang, e.g.,
"es.mean". If empty, will use the first stop method available. Abbreviations
allowed.

use.weights logical; whether to use the weights output by the call to CBPS() or to calculate
weights based on the included propensity scores. CBPS() standardizes weights
by default and normalizes them, so in general the computed weights will not be
equal to the weights computed using the IPW or weighting by the odds formulas.
In prinicple, weighted computations will not depend on whether the original or
calculated weights are used, but if propertes of weights are to compared with
weights generated through manual computation, it can be useful to export the
calculated weights.

estimand If weights are computed using the propensity score (i.e., if use.weights = TRUE),
which estimand to use to compute the weights. If "ATE", weights will compute
as 1/ps for the treated group and 1/(1-ps) for the control group. If "ATT",
weights will compute as 1 for the treated group and ps/(1-ps) for the control
group. If NULL, get.w() will try to figure out which estimand is desired based
on the CBPS output.

treat A vector of treatment status for each unit. This is required for methods that
include treat as an argument. The treatment variable that was used in the
original preprocessing function call should be used.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods.

Details

The output of get.w() can be used in calls to the formula and data frame methods of bal.tab()
(see example below). In this way, the output of multiple preprocessing packages can be viewed
simultaneously and compared. The weights can also be used in weights statements in regression
methods to compute causal effects.

twang has a funciton called get.weights() that performs the same function on ps objects but
offers finer control.

Value

A vector of weights for each unit. These may be matching weights or balancing weights.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>
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See Also

get.weights in twang.

Examples

data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")
library("MatchIt"); library("CBPS")

m.out <- matchit(treat ~ age + educ + race, data = lalonde)

c.out <- CBPS(treat ~ age + educ + race, data = lalonde)

bal.tab(treat ~ age + educ + race, data = lalonde,
weights = data.frame(matchit = get.w(m.out),

cbps = get.w(c.out)),
method = c("matching", "weighting"),
estimand = "ATT")

lalonde Lalonde’s National Supported Work Demonstration data

Description

One of the datasets used by Dehejia and Wahba in their paper "Causal Effects in Non-Experimental
Studies: Reevaluating the Evaluation of Training Programs." Versions of this data set have been
used as an example data set in MatchIt, twang, Matching, and CBPS. The data set lalonde_mis
is the same but with some values missing (set to NA).

Usage

data("lalonde")
data("lalonde_mis")

Format

A data frame with 614 observations on the following 9 variables.

treat 1 if treated in the National Supported Work Demonstration, 0 if from the Current Population
Survey

age age
educ years of education
race factor; black, Hispanic (hispan), or white
married 1 if married, 0 otherwise
nodegree 1 if no degree, 0 otherwise
re74 earnings in 1974 (pretreatment)
re75 earnings in 1975 (pretreatment)
re78 earnings in 1978 (outcome)
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Source

http://users.nber.org/~rdehejia/data/nswdata2.html

References

Lalonde, R. (1986). Evaluating the econometric evaluations of training programs with experimental
data. American Economic Review 76: 604-620.

Dehejia, R.H. and Wahba, S. (1999). Causal Effects in Nonexperimental Studies: Re-Evaluating the
Evaluation of Training Programs. Journal of the American Statistical Association 94: 1053-1062.

love.plot Generate Balance Plots for Publication

Description

Generates a "Love" plot graphically displaying covariate balance before and after adjusting.

Usage

love.plot(b, stat = c("mean.diffs", "variance.ratios"),
threshold = NULL, abs = FALSE, var.order = NULL,
no.missing = TRUE, var.names = NULL,
drop.distance = FALSE, agg.fun = c("mean", "median",
"max", "range"), colors = NULL, shapes = NULL,
line = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

b a bal.tab object; the output of a call to bal.tab(). m.threshold, v.threshold,
and r.threshold can be used in bal.tab() instead of love.plot()’s threshold
parameter.

stat character; which statistic should be reported if treatment is binary. The op-
tions are "mean.diffs" for mean differences (standardized or not according the
options selected in bal.tab object) and "variance.ratios" for variance ratios.
"mean.diffs" is default. Abbreviations allowed.

threshold numeric; an optional value to be used as a threshold marker in the plot. Over-
rides the threshold set in the bal.tab object.

abs logical; whether to present the statistic in absolute value or not if stat = "mean.diffs"
or the treatment variable is continuous. Defaults to TRUE when balance is plotted
across clusters.

var.order character; how to order the variables in the plot. If NULL, they will be dis-
played in the same order as in the call to bal.tab(), which is the order of the
underlying data set. If "alphabetical", they will be displayed in alphabetical or-
der. If "adjusted", they will be ordered by the balance statistic of the adjusted
sample. if "unadjusted", they will be ordered by the balance statistic of the

http://users.nber.org/~rdehejia/data/nswdata2.html
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unadjusted sample. "unadjusted" looks the nicest, but NULL or "alphabetical"
should be used if comparing variables across data sets to maintain variable or-
der. If multiple plots are produced simultaneously (i.e., for individual clusters
or imputations), var.order cannot be "unadjusted" or "adjusted".

no.missing logical; whether to drop rows for variables for which the statistic has a value
of NA, for example, variance ratios for binary variables. If FALSE, there will be
rows for these variables but no points representing their value. Default is TRUE,
so that variables with missing values are absent.

var.names an optional object providing alternate names for the variables in the plot, which
will otherwise be the variable names as they are stored. This may be useful when
variables have ugly names. See Details on how to specify var.names.

drop.distance logical; whether to ignore the distance measure (if there are any) in plotting.

agg.fun if balance is to be displayed across clusters or imputations rather than within
a single cluster or imputation, which summarizing function (mean, median,
max, or range) of the balance statistics sould be used. If "range" is entered,
love.plot() will display a line from the min to the max with a point at the
mean for each covariate; it can only be used if quick = FALSE in the bal.tab()
call. Abbreviations allowed; "mean" is default.

colors The colors of the points on the plot. See ’Color Specification’ at par. The first
value corresponds to the color for the unadjusted sample, and the second color
to the adjusted sample. If only one is specified, it will apply to both. Defaults to
"red" and "blue".

shapes numeric; the shapes of the points on the plot. See Example at shape. Must be
one or two numbers between 21 and 25. The first value corresponds to the shape
for the unadjusted sample, and the second color to the adjusted sample. If only
one is specified, it will apply to both. Defaults to 21 (circle).

line logical; whether to display a line connecting the points for each sample.

... Options for display of the plot. The following arguments are currently accepted:

size numeric; the size of the points on the plot. Defaults to 1.
title character; the title of the plot.
subtitle character; the subtitle of the plot.
limits numeric; the bounds for the x-axis of the plot. Must a vector of length

2 in ascending order.

Details

love.plot() uses ggplot from the ggplot2 package, and (invisibly) returns a "ggplot" object.
This means that users can edit aspects of the plot using ggplot2 syntax.

The default in love.plot() is to present variables as they are named in the output of the call to
bal.tab(), so it is important to know this output before specifying alternate variable names when
using var.names, as the displayed variable names may differ from those in the original data.

There are several ways to specify alternate names for presentation in the displayed plot using the
var.names argument by specifying a list of old and new variable names, pairing the old name with
the new name. You can do this in three ways: 1) use a vector or list of new variable names, with the
names of the values the old variable names; 2) use a data frame with exactly one column containing
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the new variable names and the row names containing the old variable names; or 3) use a data
frame with two columns, the first (or the one named "old") containing the old variable names and
the second (or the one named "new") containing the new variable names. If a variable in the output
from bal.tab() is not provided in the list of old variable names, love.plot() will use the original
old variable name.

love.plot() can be used with clusters, imuputations, or both as well. The cluster or imputation
arguments must be specified in the call to bal.tab(). Several types of plots can be requested: a
plot aggregating over all imputations across all clusters, a plot displaying individual clusters aggre-
gating over imputations (if any), a plot displaying individual imputations across clusters, or a plot
displaying individual clusters within one imputation (if any) or individual imputations for one clus-
ter. The choice of these displays is controlled by the arguments to which.cluster and which.imp.
If either of them are NULL or NA, the plot will aggregate over that collection. If either are individual
values, the plot will display the values for those specific clusters or imputations. If both clusters
and imputations are specified at least on of which.cluster or which.imp must be a single value,
NULL, or NA. When aggregating, an argument should be specified to agg.fun referring to whether
the mean, median, or maximum ("max") balance statistic or range ("range") of balance statistics for
each covariate should be presented in the plot. In order to use "range", quick in bal.tab() must
be set to FALSE, because setting it to TRUE suppresses calculation of non-displayed values, and the
minimum statistic across clusters or imputations, required for displaying the range, is not normally
displayed.

Value

A "ggplot" object, returned invisbly.

Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

bal.tab

Examples

library(MatchIt); data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

## Nearest Neighbor matching
m.out1 <- matchit(treat ~ age + educ + race +

married + nodegree + re74 + re75,
data = lalonde)

love.plot(bal.tab(m.out1), stat = "mean.diffs", threshold = .1,
var.order = "unadjusted")

## Using alternate variable names
v <- data.frame(old = c("age", "educ", "race_black", "race_hispan",

"race_white", "married", "nodegree", "re74",
"re75"),

new = c("Age", "Years of Education", "Black",
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"Hispanic", "White", "Married", "No Degree",
"Earnings 1974", "Earnings 1975"))

love.plot(bal.tab(m.out1), stat = "mean.diffs", threshold = .1,
var.order = "unadjusted", var.names = v)

#Changing colors and shapes and adding lines
love.plot(bal.tab(m.out1), stat = "mean.diffs", threshold = .1,

var.order = "unadjusted", var.names = v, abs = TRUE,
shapes = c(22, 25), colors = c("darkblue", "lightblue"),
line = TRUE)

print.bal.tab Print Results of a Call to bal.tab()

Description

Prints bal.tab() output in a clean way. Provides options for printing.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'bal.tab'
print(x, disp.m.threshold = "as.is", disp.v.threshold = "as.is",

disp.r.threshold = "as.is", un = "as.is",
disp.means = "as.is", disp.v.ratio = "as.is",
digits = max(3, getOption("digits") - 3), ...)

## S3 method for class 'bal.tab.subclass'
print(x, disp.m.threshold = "as.is", disp.v.threshold = "as.is",

un = "as.is", disp.means = "as.is", disp.v.ratio = "as.is",
disp.subclass = "as.is", digits = max(3,
getOption("digits") - 3), ...)

## S3 method for class 'bal.tab.cluster'
print(x, disp.m.threshold = "as.is", disp.v.threshold = "as.is",

disp.r.threshold = "as.is", un = "as.is",
disp.means = "as.is", disp.v.ratio = "as.is",
which.cluster, cluster.summary = "as.is",
cluster.fun = NULL, digits = max(3,
getOption("digits") - 3), ...)

## S3 method for class 'bal.tab.imp'
print(x, disp.m.threshold = "as.is", disp.v.threshold = "as.is",

disp.r.threshold = "as.is", un = "as.is",
disp.means = "as.is", disp.v.ratio = "as.is",
which.imp, imp.summary = "as.is", imp.fun = NULL,
digits = max(3, getOption("digits") - 3), ...)
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## S3 method for class 'bal.tab.imp.cluster'
print(x, disp.m.threshold = "as.is", disp.v.threshold = "as.is",

disp.r.threshold = "as.is", un = "as.is",
disp.means = "as.is", disp.v.ratio = "as.is",
which.cluster, cluster.summary = "as.is",
cluster.fun = NULL, which.imp, imp.summary = "as.is",
imp.fun = NULL, digits = max(3,
getOption("digits") - 3), ...)

Arguments

x a bal.tab object; the output of a call to bal.tab().
disp.m.threshold

whether to display output related to specifying m.threshold in the call to bal.tab(),
which includes the Mean Difference Threshold column in the Balance table, the
Mean Difference Balance Tally, and the variable with the Maximum Mean Dif-
ference Imbalance. Either FALSE or "as.is".

disp.v.threshold

whether to display output related to specifying v.threshold in the call to bal.tab(),
which includes the Variance Ratio Threshold column in the Balance table, the
Variance Ratio Balance Tally, and the variable with the Maximum Variance Ra-
tio Imbalance. Either FALSE or "as.is".

disp.r.threshold

whether to display output related to specifying r.threshold in the call to bal.tab()
with a continuous treatment, which includes the Correlation Threshold column
in the Balance table, the Correlation Balance Tally, and the variable with the
Maximum Correlation Imbalance. Either FALSE or "as.is".

un whether to display balance values for the unadjusted sample. Ignored (and set
to TRUE) if no conditioning was performed.

disp.means whether to print the group means in balance output.

disp.v.ratio whether to display variance ratios in balance output.

digits the number of digits to display.

disp.subclass whether to display balance information for individual subclasses if subclassifi-
cation is used in conditioning.

which.cluster which cluster(s) to display. If NULL, all clusters will be displayed. If NA, no clus-
ters will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of cluster names or numerical
indices for which to display balance. Indices correspond to the alphabetical or-
der of cluster names. To display the clusters requested in the original call to
bal.tab(), omit this argument, as specifying "as.is" will request a cluster
called "as.is.".

cluster.summary

whether to display the cluster summary table. If which.cluster is NA, cluster.summary
will be set to TRUE.

cluster.fun a character vector of functions of balance statistics to display when dislaying
balance across clusters. Can be "mean", "median", "min", or "max". More
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than one are allowed. "min" cannot be used if quick = TRUE in the original
bal.tab() call.

which.imp which imputation(s) to display. If NULL, all imputations will be displayed. If
NA, no imputations will be displayed. Otherwise, can be a vector of imputations
numbers for which to display balance. To display the imputations requested in
the original call to bal.tab(), omit this argument, or enter "as.is".

imp.summary whether to display the imputation summary table. If which.imp is NA, cluster.summary
will be set to TRUE.

imp.fun a character vector of functions of balance statistics to display when dislaying
balance across imputations. Can be "mean", "median", "min", or "max". More
than one are allowed. "min" cannot be used if quick = TRUE in the original
bal.tab() call.

... further arguments passed to or from other methods.

Details

Simply calling bal.tab() will print its results, but it can be useful to store the results into an ob-
ject and print them again later, possibly with different print options specified. The print() function
automatically dispatches the correct method for the bal.tab object given. For balance tables gener-
ated from using weighting, matching, or no adjustement with a binary treatment, print.bal.tab()
will be used. For balance tables generated from using weighting or no adjustment with a continuous
treatment, print.bal.tab.cont() will be used. For balance tables generated from using weight-
ing, matching, or no adjustement with a binary treatment and with clusters, print.bal.tab.cluster()
will be used. For balance tables generated from using subclassification, print.bal.tab.subclass()
will be used. For balance tables generated from using weighting or no adjustement with a continu-
ous treatment, print.bal.tab.cont.cluster() will be used.

For all paramaters except disp.m.threshold, disp.v.threshold, disp.r.threshold, and which.cluster,
either omitting the argument or setting it to "as.is" will use the corresponding print option stored
in the bal.tab object, which results from the original call to bal.tab().

For disp.m.threshold, disp.v.threshold, and disp.r.threshold, setting the argument to
FALSE will display the results as if the corresponding threshold value had been omitted or set to
NULL in the original call to bal.tab(). If the original threshold was omitted or set to NULL, a new
threshold cannot be set without a new call to bal.tab(), so TRUE is not an acceptable option here.

For which.cluster, to retain the display option of the original call to bal.tab(), the argument
must omitted, as using "as.is" would cause print() to attempt to display balance for a cluster
called "as.is". If such a cluster existed and it was desired, it would otherwise be impossible to
display it.

Any paramater used in bal.tab() for calculations, such as int, addl, or distance, cannot be used
with print(); only those parameters listed above, those that solely determine printing options, can
be used. To change computation options, a new call to bal.tab() must be performed.

Note

If quick = TRUE in the original call to bal.tab(), some values may not be calculated, in which case
using print() will not display these values even when requested. For example, if disp.means = FALSE
and quick = TRUE in the original call to bal.tab(), setting disp.means = TRUE in print() will
not print the covariate means because they were not calculated.
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Author(s)

Noah Greifer <noah@unc.edu>

See Also

print, bal.tab

Examples

## Not run:
## Assuming x was generated with matchit(), ps(), or CBPS():
b <- bal.tab(x, un = TRUE, v.threshold = 2)
print(b, un = FALSE, disp.v.threshold = FALSE)

## End(Not run)

splitfactor Split and Unsplit Factors into Dummy Variables

Description

splitfactor() splits factor variables into dummy (0/1) variables. This can be useful when func-
tions do not process factor variables well or require numeric matrices to operate. unsplitfactor()
combines dummy variables into factor variables, undoing the operation of splitfactor().

Usage

splitfactor(data, var.name, replace = TRUE, sep = "_",
drop.level = NULL, drop.first = c(TRUE,
FALSE, "if2"), drop.singleton = FALSE,
check = TRUE)

unsplitfactor(data, var.name, replace = TRUE, sep = "_",
dropped.level = NULL)

Arguments

data A data.frame containing the variables to be split or unsplit. In splitfactor(),
can be a factor variable to be split.

var.name For splitfactor(), the names of the factor variables to split. If not specified,
will split all factor variables in data. If data is a factor, the stem for each of the
new variables to be created. For unsplitfactor(), the name of the previously
split factor.

replace Whether to replace the original variable(s) with the new variable(s) (TRUE) or
the append the newly created variable(s) to the end of the data set (FALSE).

sep A character seperating the the stem from the value of the variable for each
dummy. For example, for "race_black", sep = "_".
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drop.level The name of a level of var.name for which to drop the dummy variable. Only
works if there is only one variable to be split.

drop.first Whether to drop the first dummy created for each factor. If "if2", will only drop
the first category if the factor has exactly two levels. The default is to always
drop the first dummy (TRUE).

drop.singleton Whether to drop a factor variable if it only has one level.

check Whether to make sure the variables specified in var.name are actually factor
(or character) variables. If splitting non-factor (or non-character) variables into
dummies, set check = FALSE. If check = FALSE and data is a data frame, an
argument to var.name must be specified.

dropped.level The value of the original factor variable whose dummy was dropped when the
variable was split. If left empty and a dummy was dropped, the resulting factor
will have the value NA instead of the dropped value. Can only be specified when
one factor is to be unsplit.

Value

For splitfactor(), a data frame containing the original data set with the newly created dummies.
For unsplitfactor(). a data frame containing the original data set with the newly created factor
variables.

Examples

data("lalonde", package = "cobalt")

lalonde.split <- splitfactor(lalonde, "race",
replace = TRUE,
drop.first = TRUE)

# A data set with "race_hispan" and "race_white" instead
# of "race".

lalonde.unsplit <- unsplitfactor(lalonde.split, "race",
replace = TRUE,
dropped.level = "black")

all.equal(lalonde, lalonde.unsplit) #TRUE
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